New On Video & DVD
The Adventures Of Young Indiana Jones Volume Three The Years of Change With well-crafted stories and high-quality production values, The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles was a rarity on TV when
it premiered in 1992. Focusing on preadolescent and teenage versions of the Indian Jones character,
the series follows the future archaeologist's adventures as he travels the world, rubbing shoulders with
some of history's famed figures. From witnessing the birth of the Middle East to paying his dues in
the early days of Tinseltown, the show is gently educational as it charts young Indy intersecting, often
dangerously, with historical events. Produced under the watchful eye of creator George Lucas, these
seven feature-length episodes chronicle teenage Indiana (Sean Patrick Flanery) getting himself in all
sorts of tight situations, and feature guest stars like Anne Heche, Jane Krakowski, and Jeffrey Wright.
Disc 1 includes "Tales of Innocence." The bonus features "Unhealed Wounds: the Life of Ernest
Hemingway," "The French Foreign Legion: The World's Most Legendary Fighting Force," "The
Secret Life of Edith Wharton" and "Lowell Thomas: American Storyteller" are also included.
Additional Actors: Clare Higgins, Pernilla August, David Haig, Evan Richards, Roshan Seth, Peter
Sullivan, John Turner Disc 2 includes "Masks of Evil." The bonus features "For the People, Despite
the People: The Ataturk Revolution," "The Greedy Heart of Halide Edib," "The Ottoman Empire: A
World of Difference" and "Dracula: Fact and Fiction" are also included. Additional Actors: Keith
Szarabajka, Peter Firth, Sam Kelly, Kevork Malikyan, Bob Peck, Philippe Smolikowski. Disc 3
includes "Treasure of the Peacock's Eye." The bonus features "Bronislaw Malinowski: God
Professor," "Anthropology: Looking at the Human Condition" and "New Guinea: Paradise in Peril"
are also included. Additional Actors: Adrian Edmondson, Jayne Ashbourne, Tom Courtenay, Pip
Torrens. Disc 4 includes "The Winds of Change." Disc 5: Bonus Material: Part 1 includes the following bonus materials: The Best Intentions: The Paris Peace Conference and the Treaty of Versailles,
Woodrow Wilson: American Idealist, Gertrude Bell: Iraq's Uncrowned Queen, Ho Chi Minh: The
Price of Freedom, Paul Robeson: Scandalize My Name and Robert Goddard: Mr. Rocket Science.
Disc 6 includes "Mystery of the Blues." Additional Actors: Jay Underwood, Keith David, Harrison
Ford, David Arnott, Saginaw Grant, Mark Kiely, Jane Krakowski, Mark Jeffrey Miller, Beata Pozniak,
Raymond Serra. Disc 7: Bonus Material: Part 2 includes the following bonus materials: Jazz:
Rhythms of Freedom, Al Scarface Capone: The Original Gangster, Prohibition: America on the
Rocks, On the Trail of Eliot Ness, Louis Armstrong: Ambassador of Jazz, Ben Hecht: The
Shakespeare of Hollywood and Hellfighters: Harlem's Heroes of World War One. Disc 8 includes
"Scandal of 1920." The bonus features "Tin Pan Alley: Soundtrack of America," "Wonderful
Nonsense: The Algonquin Round Table" and "Broadway: America Center Stage" are also included.
Additional Actors: Anne Heche, Annabelle Gurwitch, Alexandra Powers, Christopher John Fields,
Michelle Nicastro, Bill McKinney, Robert Trebor, Peter Appel, Mark Holton. Disc 9 includes
"Hollywood Follies." The bonus features "Erich von Stroheim: The Profligate Genius," "The Rise of
the Moguls: The Men Who Built Hollywood," "Irving Thalberg: Hollywood's Boy Wonder" and "The
World of John Ford" are also included. Additional Actors: Allison Smith, Bill Cusack, Julia Campbell,
Stephen Caffrey, Dana Gladstone, David Margulies, James David Hinton, Leo Gordon. Disc 10:
Bonus Material: Part 3 This disc includes the following bonus materials: Interactive Timeline,
Historical Lecture: New Gods for Old and the Hunting for Treasure Interactive Game. Paramount
The Best of Backyard Habitat Volume 1 This collection of highlights from Animal Planet's popular
backyard makeover series includes the renovation of a Manhattan brownstone into bird sanctuary and
the transformation of an Orlando, Fla., yard into a home for tree frogs. Co-hosts Molly Pesce and
David Mizejewski show viewers how to make their backyards a home for everything from amphibians to insects by providing water, food and shelter for their favorite creatures. Genius
The 4400: The Final Season When 4400 alien abductees return to earth just as mysteriously as they
vanished, the Department of Homeland Security demands answers. But even more pressing than the
concerns of the government are the experiences of the victims as they readjust to life on earth. Upon
their return, these formerly missing persons lose all memory of what happened to them. Though they
can't remember where they've been, they are haunted by the knowledge that their experiences have
changed them. Operating in a cloud of unknowns, the victims start to go through mysterious changes,
gaining powers that they can't always control. A moody, innovative take on sci-fi television drama,
The 4400 continues with this collection of all 13 episodes of the series' fourth season. Disc 1 includes
the following episodes: "The Wrath of Graham," "Fear Itself," "Audrey Parker's Come and Gone" and
"The Truth and Nothing But the Truth." Additional Actors: Kavan Smith, Richard Kahan, Brennan
Elliott, Tristin Leffler, Chilton Crane, Sean Devine, Graeme Duffy, Natasha Gregson Wagner. Disc 2
includes the following episodes: "Try the Pie," "The Marked," "Till We have Built Jerusalem" and
"No Exit." Additional Actors: Tristin Leffler, Mark Acheson, Richard Kahan, C. Ernst Harth, Kavan
Smith. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Daddy's Little Girl," "One of Us," "Ghost in the
Machine" and "Tiny Machines." Additional Actors: Summer Glau, Kavan Smith, Tristin Leffler,
Jeffrey Combs, Richard Kahan, Tim DeKay, Alexia Fast, Chilton Crane. Disc 4 includes the episode
"The Great Leap Forward." Bonus features include a director's cut of the episode with commentary by
series creator Scott Peters, as well as a gag reel and the featurettes "Season IV: Factions At War" and
"Jordan Collier: The Grey Man." Additional Actors: Kavan Smith, Jeffrey Combs, Richard Kahan,
Chilton Crane. Paramount
Treasure Island Kids 2 A villain (Randy Quaid) claiming to be the descendant of Captain Flint
wreaks havoc on Camp Treasure Island, where he hatches a plan to seize the island and steal its hidden gold. It's up to the kids, led by rebellious teen Charlie (Nicko Vella), to save the day. If they don't
act fast, it's curtains for beloved camp owner Conrad Dawson (John Callen) and his family, held
hostage by the dastardly Flint in this fast-paced family adventure. Porchlight
Last Request Pop (Danny Aiello) makes only one request of his two sons before he dies--for one of
them to marry and have children so that his family name can continue. Because Jeff (T.R. Knight) is
entering the seminary, it's up to his sibling (Nick Scotti) to find the perfect wife, but a fateful event
leads Jeff to abandon his celibacy and dive into the dating scene. Eccentric comedy co-stars Mario
Cantone, Sabrina Lloyd. MTI
Trevor Romain: It You Don't Take Care Of Your Body Where Else Are You Going To Live Field
Day at James Tovar Middle School is supposed to be fun. However, for Jack, Skye, and Darryl, it
turns out to be everything but fun. Skye could not finish the jump rope rally, Jack could barely climb
one foot up the rock-climbing wall, and Darryl was absolutely no competition for Hogarth in the 100yard dash. Stunned, embarrassed and a little confused, our three competitors look to Trevor to find out
what exactly happened at the field day games. Coach Trevor Romain issues a 30-day fitness challenge
to Jack and his buddies while explaining to them the importance of a healthy lifestyle. During the
challenge, they learn that physical activity and healthy eating habits are not only good for you but fun
as well. Jack, Skye and Darryl prove to Coach Trevor, and more importantly to themselves, that taking better care of your body improves the quality of your life and your performance in school and on
the field. Porchlight
10 Minute Solution Pilates on the Ball It's so simple really--just a round piece of rubber filled with
air. But the variety of Pilates workouts that can be performed using an exercise ball are almost unlimited. And more importantly, they are some of the most effective routines for building lean muscles and
getting that toned physique everyone wants. The workouts collected here are focused on routines
using the ball and will have participants getting cut in no time--literally, just 10 minutes here and
there will really add up. Anchor Bay
Ballroom Bootcamp Originally airing on TLC, this fantastic reality series chronicles what happens
when three average folks begin a rigorous six-week ballroom dancing course. After receiving instruction from professional dancers, the participants strut their stuff in a competition packed with thrills,
drama and plenty of rug-cutting fun. Genius

New On Video & DVD
Cheers: Season 9 One of the most beloved and critically acclaimed television series of all time,
Cheers ran for 10 seasons and centered on the colorful staff and patrons of the Boston bar "where
everyone knows your name." Run by former Red Sox pitcher and ladies' man Sam Malone (Ted
Danson), the establishment's ever-present characters include neurotic bar manager Rebecca Howe
(Kirstie Alley), salty barmaid Carla LeBec (Rhea Perlman), dimwitted bartender Woody Boyd
(Woody Harrelson), barflies Norm Peterson (George Wendt) and Cliff Clavin (John Ratzenberger),
pompous psychiatrist Frasier Crane (Kelsey Grammer), and his frosty love interest Lilith Sternin
(Bebe Neuwirth). Laughter, camaraderie and beer continue to flow at the Boston bar filled with quirky
regulars in the ninth season of the long-running sitcom, especially now that Sam has ownership of the
establishment again. Developments this season include Rebecca's plan to marry jailbird Robin
Colcord, an ongoing feud between the bar folks and the new owner of the second floor restaurant, and
Carla's quest to be crowned Miss Boston Barmaid. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Love is a
Really, Really Perfectly Okay Thing<" "Cheers Fouls Out," "Rebecca Redux," "Where Nobody
Knows Your Name," "Ma Always Liked You Best" and "Grease." Disc 2 includes the following
episodes: "Breaking In Is Hard To Do," "200th Celebration: One Hour Special," "Bad Neighbor Sam,"
"Veggie Boyd" and "Norm and Cliff's Excellent Adventure." Disc 3 includes the following episodes:
"Woody Interruptus," "Honor Thy Mother," "Achilles Hill," "Days of Wine and Neuroses" and
"Wedding Bell Blues." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "I'm Getting My Act Together and
Sticking It In Your Face," "Sam Time Next Year," "Crash of the Titans," "It's a Wonderful Wife" and
"Cheers Has Chili." Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Carla Loves Clavin," "Pitch It Again,
Sam," "Rat Girl," "Home Malone" and "Uncle Sam Wants You." Paramount/CBS
Hero Wanted The directorial debut of stunt actor Brian Smrz is a fast-paced action feature that focuses on the rocky existence of a lowly trash collector named Liam Case (Cuba Gooding Jr.). Case is
desperate to win over the girl of his dreams, and he gets a chance to prove his heroic qualities as he
seeks revenge on the shadowy figures who hospitalized him during a bank robbery. But Case finds
himself in trouble with the law as he takes justice into his own hands, and it's not long before
Detective Terry Subcott (Ray Liotta) is hot on his heels. Subcott's interference leaves Case with little
time to get the job done, sparking some frantic and harrowing moments. Sony
Diamond Dogs Tibetan treasures should be left alone, especially by outsiders. But if the treasure also
has a curse on it, has attracted the Russian mob, and is almost guaranteed to get anyone killed who
dares to get near it, then it's an even clearer choice. But for one soldier of fortune, who owes a mint to
a Mongolian crime syndicate, the odds don't seem so bad--that is, until the bullets start flying.
Legendary action-star Dolph Lundgren fills his enemies with lead in this tomb-raiding adventure
loaded with martial arts, gun-play, and bad guys who are just asking for an ugly death. Sony
Romulus, My Father Based on the critically acclaimed memoir of the same name, this heart-wrenching drama follows Romulus (Eric Bana), a flawed yet deeply committed father who struggles to raise
his son in the face of his wife's (Franka Potente) mental illness and neglectful ways. Set in rural
Australia, the film is an ode not only to a father who overcomes insurmountable odds, but also to a
nation and its breathtaking landscapes. Magnolia
Sick Nurses The white walls of a hospital hide a den of evil activity in this Thai horror film. A group
of sexy nurses and an esteemed doctor have conspired to harvest the organs of dead patients and sell
them the black market. When one of the nurses threatens to reveal their criminal enterprise, her life is
brought to a ghastly end. But the violence is far from over when her spirit returns to fulfill her dying
promise of revenge. Magnolia
Moondance Alexander Moondance Alexander (Kay Panabaker, Nancy Drew) is a sweet teen, but
she's a social outcast among the snobby girls at her school. When plucky teen Moondance (Kay
Panabaker) finds a lost pony named Checkers, she immediately feels a bond with him. Convinced that
he's a champion jumper, Moondance persuades Checkers' owner (Don Johnson) into training the two
of them for the Bow Valley Classic. Based on a true story, this touching family drama from director
and co-writer Michael Damian also stars James Best and Lori Loughlin. Fox
Sabrina The Teenage Witch The Complete Animated Series It's tough being a teenager...and even
tougher being a teenage witch! Just ask Sabrina, the pretty (and pretty sassy) young girl from
Riverdale who lives with aunts Hilda and Zelda (also witches) and Salem, her mischievous cat. Along
with her warlock cousin Ambrose, Sabrina gets in and out of one hilarious mess after another in this
animated series based on the Archie Comics character. Stars the voices of Mel Blanc, Don Messick,
and Jane Webb. All 31 episodes of the series are included in a three-disc set. Genius
See No Evil: The Story of the Moors Murders Powerful factual drama based on one of the most
shocking crimes of the 20th Century. This is the chilling story of child killers Ian Brady (Sean Harris)
and Myra Hindley (Maxine Peak) and how they were finally brought to justice. Convicted of the torture and killing of five youngsters, the Moors Murderers remain two of the most hated figures in
Britain. See No Evil reveals the untold story and is based on two years of intensive research and interviews with detectives and the key trial witness. Produced in consultation with the murdered children's
relatives. Starring Maxine Peak (Shameless) and Sean Harris. MPI
Surviving Motherhood: Your Guide To Being A Mom Motherhood is not for cowards! Discover the
trials and triumphs of being a mom in this informative and entertaining series from the Learning
Channel, with episodes devoted to a wide array of important topics such as postpartum depression,
coping with children as they reach "the terrible twos," relighting the romantic flames with your significant other, and more. Fifteen episodes are featured in a two-disc set. Standard; Soundtrack: English;
two bonus "A Baby Story" episodes. Genius
An Angel Named Billy Billy is a young gay man who answers a "help wanted" ad and finds his life
changing in unexpected ways in Aa Angel Named Billy. James is the man who placed the ad, and
Billy soon falls in love with him, while also facing a steep learning curve as he makes the transition
from reckless teenager to responsible adult. Ariztical Entertainment
The Most Extreme Season 1 What does it take to be the most extreme animal on the planet? Is it a
question of fangs, muscles, or claws? Maybe it has something to do with personality--how aggressive
they are, or how good they are at sneaking up behind their prey before going in for the kill. Well,
since the animals can't judge, it's up to the viewers of this popular Animal Planet series to decide. And
the choices are many--from the Great White and its layers of teeth to the gorilla and its clever mind,
these are the most extreme creatures on earth! Genius
Nova Becoming Green: Silent Spring Rachel Carson's tireless devotion to nature would make her the
godmother to the environmental movement. In this "American Experience" presentation, Carson's
groundbreaking best-seller Silent Spring and its tremendous impact are explored. The book's focus on
the dangers of synthetic pesticides -- specifically DDT -- on the environment set off an outcry that led
to a ban on the substances and the creation of the Environmental Protection Agency., What’s Up with
the Weather Explore one of the most controversial and pressing issues of the 21st century with this
compelling documentary produced jointly by PBS's "Nova" and "Frontline" series. While most reputable scientists agree that global warming is a problem, controversy still surrounds its causes and
solutions, and the issue is hotly debated in political and business arenas. This program examines the
science and politics surrounding modern weather patterns., Saved by the Sun From Germany's wildly
successful renewable energy program to the possibility of "solar paint," "Nova" explores the technologies, research, innovation and economics behind the efforts to harness the sun's power. The program
delves into research at Colorado's National Renewable Energy Lab, tours solar-paneled homes, visits
the world's largest solar thermal plant and examines the potential to capture the sun's energy using
nanotechnology., Car of the Future Engineering for the Environment Brothers Tom and Ray
Magliozzi -- best known as the hosts of National Public Radio's "Car Talk" -- travel to Boston,
Detroit, Iceland and Colorado on a quest to find the perfect car to replace Tom's beloved 1952 MG.
Examining wide a range of ethanol, hydrogen, electrical and hybrid technologies, the siblings bring
their trademark mix of wisecracking humor and comprehensive automotive knowledge to this engaging installment of "Nova." WGBH Boston
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John Wayne The Fox Westerns: The Big Trail Pioneers heading for Oregon endure the hardships of
weather, unfriendly strangers and internal strife in this sophisticated early sound film. Features John
Wayne in his first starring role. The straightforward Western tale is now overshadowed by its place in
history as an early example of Fox's widescreen Grandeur process, its naturalistic sound and prototypical Wayne performance., North To Alaska A tough, hard-drinking gold prospector (John Wayne)
agrees to go pick up his partner's fiancée, but winds up with a beautiful substitute (Capucine) instead.
When both partners vie for her favor, trouble breaks out -- in spades! It's the Duke like you've never
seen him before in an entertaining Alaskan adventure co-starring Ernie Kovacs, Fabian and Stewart
Granger. Directed by Henry Hathaway., The Comancheros John Wayne is a Texas Ranger in this rollicking, good humored western, assigned to bring an arms-running gang to justice. After Wayne
arrests one of the criminals, matters are complicated when they wander into an area controlled by the
Comancheros- a group of Anglos aiding the warring Comanche Indians. Director Curtiz' last film.
Based on the novel by Paul I. Wellman., The Undefeated After the Civil War, former Union Colonel
John Henry Thomas (Wayne) and Confederate Colonel James Langdon (Hudson) are leading expeditions to Mexico, Langdon to establish a new settlement away from Carpetbaggers and Thomas to sell
horses. Along the way they must put aside their differences to deal with a threatening Mexican general. Also features Los Angeles Rams stars Merlin Olson and Roman Gabriel. Fox
The Magic of Curtis Eugene Love ll Curtis Eugene Lovell II and his lovely assistant Sarah Moser
demonstrate magic with everyday objects at a pool party and a park as they make magical bets only
one will win! After their magical and comical journey around Long Beach, California, Lovell will
break the magicians' code by revealing and teaching the phenomenal tricks to you. The magic tricks
are easy and fun to perform once you know the secrets!
Building Green hosted by Kevin Contreras Explore the eco-friendly options available for home building in this detailed chronicle of the construction of host Kevin Contreras's green dream home in Santa
Barbara, Calif. From breaking ground and installing windows to interior designing and the grand finish, this documentary demonstrates how an environmentally conscious lifestyle needn't come at the
expense of comfort, style or your savings account. WGBH Boston
I Really Hate My Job Though they may seem like hired help, the staff at this London eatery are far
more than just waitresses--at least according to them. An actor, a writer, and even a revolutionary hide
behind the aprons and bad attitudes of these young women. And when a Hollywood actor (Danny
Huston) makes a reservation, it throws them into a hilarious frenzy of speculation and introspection.
Neve Campbell, Shirley Henderson, and Alexandra Maria Lara star in this comedic ode to day jobs.
Magnolia
2007 Academy Award Nominated Shorts Largely unseen by the public at Oscar time, 2007's
Academy Award-nominated short subjects are given their due in this collection of these remarkable
live-action and animated films. Included here are the Oscar winners "The Mozart of Pickpockets," in
which a homeless boy becomes a good-luck charm for a pair of unsuccessful thieves, and the animated "Peter & the Wolf," a dark retelling of Prokofiev's musical tale of a boy, his animal friends, and a
certain carnivorous wolf. Also featured here are the live-action nominees "At Night," "The
Substitute," "Tanghi Argentini," "The Tonto Woman," and the animated nominees "I Met the Walrus,"
"Madame Tutli-Putli," "Even Pigeons Go to Heaven," and "My Love." Magnolia
Tracy Mullett's 6 Minute Quick Blast Total Body Fat Burner Fitness instructor Tracey Mallett
demonstrates a series of workouts that maximize the number of calories burned in the shortest amount
of time. Designed with the busy person in mind, the workouts are six-minute "blasts" that promise a
fun yet challenging way to get fit. Mallett shows viewers how to focus on cross-training to burn fat,
stimulate and strengthen various muscle groups and achieve better tone. Razor Digital
Tracy Mullett's 6 Minute Quick Total Body Calorie Blast Fitness instructor Tracey Mallett focuses
on invigorating cardio and deep toning techniques to demonstrate how to achieve a flat belly and a
healthy back. Using interval training, Mallett guides viewers through a series of workouts meant to
boost metabolism and crunch calories. The six-minute sessions, inspired by Pilates and yoga, are
designed for the busy person who wants to get more workout bang for their buck. Razpr Digital
Absolute Zero Climatologist David Koch (Jeff Fahey) and his ex-girlfriend Bryn (Erika Eleniak) must
fight for their lives to survive a catastrophic climate change in this chilling sci-fi thriller. When the
Earth's temperature plunges to -400 degrees Fahrenheit, tropical Miami turns into the Arctic and all
escape routes are blocked. David, Bryn and a few other survivors seal themselves into a special chamber in hopes of surviving the deep freeze. WGBH Boston
The Big Trail John Wayne rides tall in this 1930 Raoul Walsh-directed Western, one of the earliest to
showcase the sophisticated technology of cinematic sound. Charting the progress of a band of courageous pioneers headed for Oregon, the film depicts the hardships, challenges and dangers they face in
search of a place to call home. Wayne makes his first starring appearance alongside Marguerite
Churchill, David Rollins and Tyrone Power. Fox
Teeth Writer-director Mitchell Lichtenstein's feature debut is a horror comedy combining elements of
atom-age 1950s horror films with mythology and feminist theory. The result is a smart, sassy B-movie
satire--funny, gross, and with a high squirm factor. A risky idea that could well have turned into a
lower-tier Troma production, Teeth is a unique and surprising creation. Dawn (Jess Weixler) lives the
life of a normal suburban teenager, except for the two nuclear reactors looming over her house. A
goody two-shoes by any measure, she leads the local chapter of a chastity group, lecturing younger
children on saving themselves for marriage. She finds herself stirred in unexpected ways, however, by
new member Tobey (Hale Appleman). Dawn lets herself get closer to him than she has to anyone else,
but when he rapes her, she discovers---in the most grisly way---that she is a true incarnation of the
vagina dentata myth. As Dawn attempts to come to terms with her emerging sexuality and her second
set of choppers, more men with bad intentions fall victim to their worst nightmare. Lichtenstein,
sometime actor and the son of artist Roy Lichtenstein, reportedly first heard of the vagina dentata
myth while studying under Camille Paglia, and his take on it proves to be as frightening (and bloody)
as one would expect. As Dawn, Weixler is winning, and watching her transformation from meek to
empowered is a blast to watch. A handful of wincingly gory sequences will have horror fans howling,
but there are layers to the film for those willing to peel them back. Genius
Secrets of the Parthenon A team of researchers, architects and engineers investigates the improbable
construction of Greece's wondrous temple, the Parthenon -- erected without any building plans or
blueprints in the shockingly fast time frame of eight or nine years. This absorbing "Nova" special
revisits the halcyon days of ancient Greece, where a group of more than 200 masons brought their
craftsmanship to bear on this architectural miracle. WGBH Boston
Cover Filmed in Philadelphia, this striking thriller concerns a religious wife and mother whose world
begins to unravel after she discovers that her husband of 15 years has been having an affair. As if she
didn't have enough problems, she is accused of murdering a man and an illness threatens to destroy all
that she holds dear. Vivica A. Fox, Aunjanue Ellis, Paula Jai Parker star. Fox
Nora's Hair Salon 2 When she inherits her Aunt Nora's hair salon, Simone (Stacey Dash) knows
she'll have big shoes to fill: The salon, after all, is the neighborhood's gossip central. But what she
hasn't counted on is Lilliana (Tatyana Ali), a stylist with her own ideas about the salon's future. JeanClaude La Marre, Bobby Brown and Lucille Soong return to co-star in this sequel with newcomers
Mekhi Phifer and Malik Barnhardt. Fox
Ace of Hearts In this lighthearted family fare based on a true story, Dean Cain plays decorated police
officer Daniel Harding, whose canine partner -- a heroic German shepherd named Ace -- faces
euthanasia after being falsely accused in a mauling incident. When a callous, overeager district attorney wants Ace put down, Daniel springs into action along with his amateur detective daughter, Julia
(Britt McKillip), to prove the dog's innocence. Fox

